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LETTER ANATOMY

LETTERING LINGO

Cap Height: This is the imaginary line that 
marks the topmost height of the capital, 
uppercase letters.

Ascender Line: The line where the topmost 
part of the ascender rests.

Decender Line: The descender line refers 
to the bottommost boundary of your 
lowercase letters that may extend below the 
baseline, letters (like y or g.)

Baseline: The line where the the letters rest. 
Except for descenders, this is the line where 
the bottommost portion of letters will sit. 

X-Height: Roughly the middle point of 
ascenders and capital letters. Except for 
ascenders, this is the line where the 
uppermost portion of lowercase letters will 
reach.

Ascenders: Letters with strokes that extend 
above the x-height to the ascender line. 

Descenders: Letters with strokes that 
extend below the baseline.

Crossbar: Refers to the horizontal bar that is 
used to cross a vertical stroke, as seen in 
the letter t.

Bowl: The closed-o�, curved part of a letter.

Flourish: An exaggerated swash added to a 
letter’s tail, crossbar, entry stroke, or exit 
stroke.

Upstroke: The part of the letter made by 
your hand moving up the page. This stroke 
should always be thin.

Downstroke: The part of the letter made by 
your hand moving down the page. This 
stroke should always be thick.
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BASIC STROKES
The following strokes (or a combination of them) make up each letter in the alphabet. 

Practising these will train your muscle memory, and mastering them will help you to later
‘break the rules’ intentionally as you develop your own writing style.
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Underturn: Apply full pressure then transition to light pressure

Upstroke: Gently glide your pen upwards on the paper using a light pressure

Overturn: Apply light pressure then transition to full pressure

Oval: Start with light pressure, transition to full pressure, then back to light pressure to join strokes

Ascending Loop: Start with a light upstroke and transition into a full pressure downstroke

Descending Loop: Start with a full pressure downstroke and transition into a gently upstroke

Downstroke: Create a thick stroke by pressing down on the pen using a heavy pressure 



LOWERCASE SCRIPT ALPHABET
Study the direction of each stroke using the arrows. Then trace each letter to start

building muscle memory. Finally, try writing each letter on your own!
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UPPERCASE SCRIPT ALPHABET
Now that you’ve mastered the lowercase alphabet, let’s learn how to do some capital letters!

To start, follow the same study, trace, then try steps that you did for the lowercase letters.
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DIY HOLIDAY LETTERING
These phrases are perfect to use for a custom Christmas card, personalized gift wrap, and more!

First, look close and study the sample lettering at the top. Next, trace over the light gray version in
the middle. Finally, try lettering each phrase on your own!
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TRACE IT

TRY IT!

TRACE IT

TRY IT!



Here’s two more phrases to try that might come in handy this holiday season!
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DIY HOLIDAY LETTERING

TRACE IT

TRY IT!TRY IT!

TRACE IT



THANK YOU!
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WANT TO PRACTICE AGAIN AND AGAIN?

Password: letteringandcalligraphy

Note: I recommend printing the workbook only using
32lb HP Premium Choice Laserjet paper to preserve

the life of your brush pens!

Download and print this workbook as many times as

you please at crystalpetersen.com/studentsection

I hope this workbook has helped you get started on your modern calligraphy journey!

I’d love to keep up with your progress and show some support for any work you make.

Feel free to tag me on Instagram or shoot me an email with questions you might have

or just to share anything you create!
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